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The fi rst compact device: Z+F IMAGER 5003 

Zoller + Fröhlich

an ergonomic design optimizing 
the manual working processes 
and environment. Today Zoller + 
Fröhlich stands for innovation and 
quality in the electrical enginee-
ring world far beyond the borders 
of Europe.

Apart from these areas, the deve-
lopment and production of sen-
sor systems with personalised 
CAD software solutions for 3D 
environment modeling represent 
a new cornerstone to secure the 
company’s viability in the future. 

Already in the 90´s, Zoller + Fröh-
lich began exploring Laser mea-
surement technology and was 
awarded to the Dr. Rudolf Eberle 
prize, “Innovations in Baden-Würt-
temberg“ in December 1998.

In the early 90s, the fi rst laser sys-
tem for measuring rail track and 
tunnels was developed and fol-
lowed by the fi rst “visual 3D laser 
measurement system for asses-
sing the condition of objects” in 
1996. By launching the IMAGER 
5003 in 2002, Zoller + Fröh-
lich stepped into the Laserscan-
ner market with the fi rst compact 
device produced in series with a 
range of 53.5 m and a maximum 
data capture rate of 500,000 pi-
xel/sec.

In 2006, the success story of the 
IMAGER series was continued with 
the Z+F IMAGER 5006. Thanks to 
its integrated control panel, a pow-
erful internal PC, hard disk and in-
ternal battery, the IMAGER 5006 
was the fi rst stand-alone 3D laser-
scanner worldwide. 

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH was 
founded in Wangen in 1963. 
Initially the company concen-
trated on the design and im-
plementation of individual 
control systems for the au-
tomobile and engineering in-
dustry.

The construction  of  the company’s 
own switch cabinet was the rea-
son behind the invention of ferru-
les with plastic sleeves to simplify 
the wiring of control systems. Due 
to a constant process of deve-
lopment and innovation, the fi rst 
machines for the manufacturing 
of crimp contacts and cable as-
sembly were designed. Because 
of the complexity of these ma-
chines great attention is given to 
their operation. Ergonomic hand-
ling by human operators who en-
sure a smooth production by 
permanent control. To achieve 
this, simulation studies and se-
veral specifi c operator simula-
tions were carried out to create 
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Making visions come true

Explosion proof:
IMAGER 5006EX

In operation in Angkor Wat:
Z+F IMAGER 5006i

ged innovative thinking to create 
future-oriented products, refl ec-
ted by the numerous patents and 
prizes awarded to the company.

The relationship to costumers 
and partners is most important
 for Zoller + Fröhlich. Users world-
wide appreciate our personal ser-
vice and technical support. Today 
Zoller + Fröhlich is one of the lea-
ding enterprises in the fi eld of 
contact-free laser measuring 
technology. Thanks to years of 
practise and countless conclu-
ded projects, we built a wealth of 
experience and success. At pre-
sent, Zoller + Fröhlich is represen-
ted in 40 different countries with 
branches in England and USA, 
and many sales co-operations 
throughout the world. The suc-
cess of Zoller + Fröhlich can be at-
tributed to fi rst-class service and 
personal advice.

Upgrades to the 5006i and 5006h 
versions followed in 2008 and in 
2010. With a data acquisition ra-
te of 1,016,027 pixel/sec, the Z+F 
IMAGER 5006h is the fastest 3D la-
ser measuring device in the world.

Apart from the Z+F IMAGER for 3D 
laser scanning, other devices were 
developed as well. The Z+F PRO-
FILER, a 2D laser measuring de-
vice for kinematic applications use, 
appeared on the market in 2002. 
These instruments are designed for 
the use on mobile platforms such 
as railway or road vehicles. The de-
velopment stages of the PROFI-
LER are identical to those of the Z+F 
IMAGER.

In 2009 the IMAGER 5006EX was 
presented. Based on the IMAGER 
5006, it was the fi rst explosion 
proof 3D laser scanner worldwi-
de. Due to its ATEX classifi cation, 
this device could be used in envi-
ronments where explosive gases, 
dust, aerosols are present which 
can be ignated by electric or me-
chanical devices. Zoller + Fröhlich 
scanners come equipped with 
many accessories. In addition, nu-
merous innovative solutions are 
offered to increase effi ciency of 
individual applications.

For data evaluation and data pro-
cessing, Zoller + Fröhlich provides 
numerous solutions. The software 
package Z+F LaserControl is desi-
gned for high accurate pre-proces-
sing obtaining top data quality and is 
equipped with tools for point cloud 
processing.

Visionary ideas combined with 
down-to-earth expertise are the 
cornerstones of our success. Zol-
ler + Fröhlich has always encoura-
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IMAGER 5006EX

The scanner has a changeable 
internal battery pack that allows 
wireless scanning for 1 hour. The 
battery pack has been designed 
to allow the user to change it in 
an explosive environment, ATEX 
standards prohibit the use of ex-
ternal power supplies.

The captured data is stored on 
the internal hard disk with at least 
60GB capacity.

The IMAGER 5006EX is used in 
various applications due to the 
great point density and excellent 
accuracy. The data acquisition ra-
te of 508,000 points per second 
allows very fast data capturingii 
and project time savings.

Power supply

Quality

Housing

Hard drive

Due to it´s pressure-resistant case, 
the device can be used in are-
as where explosive atmospheres 
caused by gases, vapours or mists 
are likely to occur.
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The IMAGER 5006EX is compa-
tible with all Z+F software pro-
ducts such as Z+F LaserControl. 
The data format is also widely 
supported by external software 
products, such as Visual Sensor 
Fusion ( VSF ) , JRC 3D Reconst-
ructor, Cyclone, Edgewise etc.

The scanner can be mounted on 
a special tripod available from Z+F. 
The tripod allows the user to level 
the scanner horizontally.

The IMAGER 5006EX can be 
operated via the integrated con-
trol panel. For external operati-
on the scanner is equipped with 
a Wi-Fi interface. Therefore a PDA 
or notebook ( ATEX certifi cation 
needed ) can be used to operate 
the scanner from a remote place. 
The Ethernet interface can be 
used outside the explosive envi-
ronment.

Operation

Tripod / Prism

Compatibility

For more information please 
scan the QR-Code
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Defi nition
1.  Equipment group II (other ex-
    plosive atmospheres)
  category 2G ( atmosphere G    
    ( Gas ) - Zone 1 )

2. d ( fl ameproof enclosure )

3. ib ( i  = intrinsic safety ; ib = appli-
    cation in zone 1,2 )

4. op is ( intriscally optical radia-
    tion )

5. IIB ( ethylene )

6. T4 (  maximum permissible sur-
    face temperature : 135°C )

The IMAGER 5006EX with its 
pressure-resistant case is tested 
for usage in category 2G. It can be 
used in areas (zone I and II) where 
explosive atmospheres, caused 
by gases, vapours or mists, are 
likely to occur. 

The IMAGER 5006EX is also ap-
proved for gas group IIB. In this 
gas group the reference gases 
are ethylene, city gas and other 
industrial gases.

Another important specifi cation 
is the temperature classifi cation 
which specifi es the maximum 
equipment surface temperature. 
The IMAGER 5006EX is approved 
for temperature class T4, whe-
re the surface temperature is al-
lowed to reach 135°C. This is an 
important consideration for plant 
operators. The calibrated scan-
ner can operate in temperatures 
of 0°C to 40°C.

The world´s fi rst ATEX appro-
ved 3D laser scanner.

Based on the high quality laser 
scanner Z+F IMAGER® 5006i, 
Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH and DMT 
GmbH & Co. KG have developed 
the fi rst explosion proof 3D laser 
scanner. The IMAGER 5006EX pi-
oneers surveying in underground 
mining and industries where ex-
plosive atmospheres occur. The 
IMAGER 5006EX is the world´s 
fi rst ATEX approved 3D laser 
scanner for use in mining and in-
dustrial applications under explo-
sive conditions.

The IMAGER 5006EX is class I 
and class II approved according 
to ATEX directive 94 / 9 / EG. 
The ATEX directive 94 /9 / EG 
„ Equipment and protective sys-
tems intended for use in poten-
tially explosive atmospheres “ is 
a European standard. The ATEX 
approval for this equipment is wi-
dely accepted outside the Euro-
pean community as well.

IMAGER 5006EX

Class I ( equipment marking:                  
I    I M2 Ex d [ ib ] op is I )

As the fi rst ATEX specifi ed laser-
scanner the IMAGER 5006EX can 
be reliably used even in harsh un-
derground environments, throug-
hout a wide range of mining 
applications. The equipment is 
tested and certifi ed for ATEX 
equipment category 2.

Defi nition
1. Equipment group I (Mining)

category M2 ( must be deener-
gized in the event of an explosive 
atmosphere )

2. d ( fl ameproof enclosure )

3. ib ( i = intrinsic safety ; ib = appli-
    cation in zone 1,2 )

4. op is ( optical radiation; op = in-
    trinsically optical radiation )

5. I ( methane )

Class II (equipment marking:                  
I    II 2G Ex d [ ib ] op is IIB T4 )

The IMAGER 5006EX is approved 
for class II, which allows a diver-
se range of industrial applications. 
However it is important to verify 
the industrial environment for the 
appropriateness of the IMAGER 
5006EX prior to use.

ATEX certifi cate
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The IMAGER 5006EX is already 
being used sucessfully for

Application Areas

As-built documentation

3D coordinates are available in 
millimetre precision for future con-
structions and revamps, which can 
be used to easily derive 2D cons-
truction plans.

Deviation analysis

The 3D raw data (point clouds) 
can be directly compared to exis-
ting CAD models and can thus 
immediately detect any structural 
variations. 

Deformation analysis 

Scan data can be used to create 
a very detailed deformation ana-
lysis to monitor certain areas of 
interest over time. It is also a po-
pular and reliable documentation 
tool for the preservation of evi-
dents, e.g. accidents.

Safety and hazard analysis

Threatening dangers can be de-
tected in time. Therefore effective 
protection measures can be intro-
duced.
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Technical Data
The world´s fi rst 3D Laserscanner offers a lot of advantages: the ability to swap batte-
ries in explosive environments, a unique ' stand alone ' concept to allow an easy opera-
tion and quick setup of the instrument, direct control of the scanner via an integrated 
control panel and display and wireless operation via W-LAN.

Lasersystem

Laser safety class 3R ( ISO EN 60825-1 )

Beam divergence 0.22 mrad

Beam diameter 3 mm circular ( 1 m Ddistance )

Ambiguity interval 79 m

Min. range 0.4 m

Resolution range 0.1 mm

Data aquisition rate  508,000 pixel / sec

Linearity error up to 50 m 1  1 mm

Range noise black 10 %                          grey 20 %       white 100 %

Range noise, 10 m 1 2 1.2 mm rms 0.7 mm rms 0.4 mm rms

Range noise, 25 m 1 2 2.6 mm rms 1.5 mm rms 0.7 mm rms

Range noise, 50 m 1 2 6.8 mm rms 3.5 mm rms 1.8 mm rms

Temperature drift ( 0°C to 40°C ) negligible due to internal reference

Defl ection Unit

System vertical rotating mirror

System horizontal rotating device

Field of view vertical 310°

Field of viewhorizontal 360°

Resolution vertical 0.0018°

Resolution horizontal 0.0018°

Accuracy vertical 1 0.007° rms

Accuracy horizontal 1 0.007° rms 

Scanning speed  50 r / s ( 3,000 r / min ) max.

Resolution

Resolutions
Pixel / 360°

horizontal & vertical
Scanning time for 360°

„ preview “ 1,250 25 sec..
„ middle “ 5,000 1:40 min
„ high “ 10,000 3:22 min

„ super high “ 20,000 6:44 min

„ ultra high “ 40,000 26:40 min
„max. resolutions for selections“ 100,000 ---
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General

Tilt measurement
Resolution: 1 / 1,000°
Accuracy ( zero point ): 1 / 500°

Data storage internal HDD ( 60 GB )

Integrated operation panel > Keypad: 6 Buttons ; > Display: 4 Lines
Data & Communication interface Ethernet / W-LAN

Power supply

Input voltage 18V DC ( scanner )

Power consumption 65 W max.

Battery life time 1.h typ. ( changeable battery pack)

Ambient conditions

Calibrated temperature 0°C  to +40°C

Storage temperature -20°C  to +50°C 

Illumination all conditions from complete darkness to brigth daylight

Humidity; Dust/air humidity non-condensing

Protection class IP 53

Explosion protection ATEX 94/9/EG, class I and II

Target refl ectivity no retro-refl ectors

Dimensions and weights

Scanner: ( w x d x h )
weight

250 x 395 x 414 mm
30.6 kg

Bottom of scanner to horizon-
tal axis

343 mm

Tripod:
Height
Diameter
Weight

approx. 800 - 1,400 mm
approx. 2,800 mm
12 kg

1. detailed explanation on demand – please contact info@zf-laser.com
2. data acquisition rate: 127,000 pxl/sec

9

IMAGER 5006EX
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LaserControl Software

ElementsEle ntsElements

ProfessionalPro es onalProfessional

Professional
PLUS

Z+F LaserControl provides all necessary tools to manage your scan jobs effi ciently. It is a unique 
software solution with complete workfl ow from data capturing to delivery. Three different software 
packages are available for getting the ideal solution according to your needs.

Z+F LaserControl Professional is the standard solution for common 
use with every laserscanner of the IMAGER and PROFILER series. 
A suite of fi lters allow differentiated preprocessing of scan data and are 
the key to a highly accurate registration. By adding colour information 
with the included color module the scan data is ready for post-proces-
sing through a wide range of export formats. Naturally all LaserControl 
Element features are included. In addition the Kinematic function gives 
extended usability for profi ling applications.

Z+F LaserControl Professional PLUS provides extended functions 
for registration, additional data visualisation and project managment 
tools. Both Cloud-to-Cloud and Plane-to-Plane registration decrease 
the need for targets dramatically. Saving time in the fi eld and in the of-
fi ce are striking benefi ts of these future orientated registration tools. Fur-
thermore fl y throughs can be generated, simulated and saved. Your sta-
tic imagery can be rectifi ed and printed to scale. The relocation of mis-
placed data with the mirror fi lter is the right tool to bring your point clouds 
to perfection. Finally the linktool offers you best usability for project ma-
nagment.

Z+F LaserControl Elements is the freedom to view and browse your 
point cloud data without any cost. Besides checking the accuracy status 
of the device callibration, basic measurement functions are implemen-
ted. Furthermore it is the key to access and operate all Z+F products of 
the entire Z+F IMAGER and Z+F PROFILER family.

Color
An ideal starting point for visuali-
sing objects is obtained by com-
bining 3D data with digital phot-
graphy. The documentary value
of the colour data is important 
for many applications. The colour 
images are projected onto the 
point clouds and provide a phot-
graphic impression of the object 
in 3D. 

Import/Export
A great variety of import and ex-
port formats are supported by La-
serControl. As well as many ASCII-
based exchange formats, the new 
binary stanard formats OSF, PTG 
and ASTM-E57 can also be used 
for export.

Forensics
The forensics module  is a client-
specifi c product design that also 
equates the high requirements 
from the german police. Using 3D 
data enables investigators to vi-
sualise the crime scene and ad-
just the storyline.
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LFM Software

LFM is driven by the BubbleView®. Make 
annotations and measurements, create 
3D models and view clashes in the 
BubbleView®.

Visit us online: www.lfm-software.com | Or call +44 161 8690450

Value Added Reseller

LFM is hardware and software 
vendor neutral. It accepts data 
from all 3D laser scanners and ex-
ports to 3D integrated plant de-
sign systems CAD and Review 
platforms.

Whether you are a service pro-
vider looking for fast database 
generation, an owner operator 
looking for an effective asset ma-
nagement tool, or a designer wor-
king on the latest process plant 
for a major oil and gas multinatio-
nal company, the use of LFM Soft-
ware brings business benefi ts to 
brownfi eld and as-built documen-
tation projects.

LFM software users can benefi t 
from an open system without com-
patibility restriction. LFM aims to be 
neutral on both ends: neutral with 
respect to capture devices and 
neutral with respect to CAD and 
modelling technologies. Surveyors 
and service providers can use LFM 
to create any number of CAD de-
liverables. Engineering companies 
and Owners / Operators can work 
with LFM laser scan data in CAD 
packages from Autodesk, AVEVA, 
Bentley, Intergraph or VR Context. 

LFM is compatible with the latest 
IMAGER generation and also ac-
cepts 3D laser scan data from 
previous generations and other 
hardware systems. This has cost 
saving implications for LFM cus-
tomers. If the hardware system 
changes, the software solution 
does not, avoiding expensive swit-
ching costs.

Z+F GmbH is a LFM Value 
Added Reseller. LFM is a 
powerful 3D laser scanning 
software package, which is 
relevant throughout the la-
ser data and asset lifecycle.

The LFM Suite

LFM Register
LFM Register™ allows users to 
take raw data from individual 
3D laser scanning positions and 
bring them together into a ful-
ly co-ordinated framework fas-
ter and more effi ciently than any 
other package.

LFM Server
Bring laser scan data into any 
number of leading CAD pa-
ckages. Create a database con-
taining an unlimited number of 
high resolution scans using Infi ni-
te Core™ technology. Automa-
tically detect clashes between 
a CAD design and as-built laser 
scan data. 

LFM NetView
LFM NetView provides users 
with comprehensive and easy-
to-use tools to help projects col-
laboration even when multiple 
users are in different part of the 
world.

LFM Modeller
Rapidly produce 3D CAD models 
from as-built laser scan data with 
only a few clicks, and export their 
intelligent 3D model creations in-
to a wide range of target CAD 
systems.
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© Copyright Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH. All rights reserved. The information contained herein may not be reproduced – in whole or in part – without prior written 
permission from Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH. Subject to errors and technical amendments.

Offi ce Bochum

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH
Bürokomplex WS2
Ferdinandstrasse 17
44789 Bochum
Germany

Phone: +49 234 2987 99-0
Fax:  +49 234 2987 99-29

www.zf-laser.com
bochum@zf-laser.com   

Head offi ce – Germany

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH 
Simoniusstrasse 22
88239 Wangen im Allgäu
Germany

Phone: +49 7522 9308-0 
Fax:  +49 7522 9308-252

www.zf-laser.com
info@zf-laser.com

Subsidiary – UK   
 
ZF UK Laser Ltd.
9 Avocado Court
Commerce Way
Trafford Park
Manchester M17 1HW
United Kingdom

Phone: +44 161 8717 050
Fax:  +44 161 3125 063

www.zf-uk.com
info@zf-uk.com

Subsidiary – USA   
 
Z+F USA, Inc.
700 Old Pond Road
Suite 606
Bridgeville, PA 15017
USA

Phone: +1 412 2578 575
Fax:  +1 412 2578 576

www.zf-usa.com
info@zf-usa.com


